
READ MORE

Where Are Librarians
When You Need
Them?

Twenty years ago, having to

write a report for your high

school social studies class

would have sent you to the

local library, where a variety

of content would have been

available to you.

READ MORE

App-Making
Journalists Are Not
the Future

A 2018 article on

MediaShift.org, a website

offering “insight and analysis

at the intersection of media

and technology,” touted the

importance of making

technology more...

READ MORE

Lessons from
America: Freedom Is
Not Free

It was the late summer of

2012. Evenings in Saint Paul

were getting colder, and the

oaks and elms along the

Mississippi River were

covered in all shades of

yellow and orange.

Why Radio Free Europe
Is Returning
to Bulgaria

READ MORE --

 

Bulgarian Investigative
Reporting:
Mixed News

READ MORE --

 

Journalists’ Work
Matters.
So, Pay for It.

READ MORE --

 

Fаке News, or Just Say
No to
Animal Cruelty

READ MORE --

Press Ctrl+Alt+Del.
Restart Bulgarian Media.

READ MORE --

Why Regional
Journalism Is on Life
Support

READ MORE --

READ MORE-

Squeezing Independent Media
with the Law’s Help

In early 2018, a group of MPs from the Movement for Rights

and Freedoms introduced a bill in parliament that would create

new obligations for the media to fulfill. According to the

deputies, it would “help increase press freedom in Bulgaria and

make a real contribution to the fight against fake news.” The

introduction was accompanied by a public statement by one of

these deputies, media owner and businessman Delyan

Peevski.

READ MORE (in Bulgarian only)-

Bulgarian Donors in History:
The Journalist from Prilep

Born in Prilep (nowadays Macedonia), Danail Krapchev was a

prominent journalist and public figure. He edited various

publications and, from 1919 until the end of his life, was the

director of Zora, one of the most authoritative and popular

newspapers before 1944. Not only was Krapchev a prominent

practitioner of the journalistic profession, but he also helped

establish an award fund rewarding journalistic excellence. He

was murdered under unexplained circumstances on

September 10, 1944.

05 OCT
Sofia

Yana Lozeva Photography
Exhibition: Bulgarian-American
Theater...

 Exhibition

Yana Lozeva’s photography exhibition will take
you on an insider tour of the Bulgarian-American
Theater...

READ MORE

06 OCT 
07 OCT
Vratsa

Learn to Code at CodeWeek Vratsa

Two days of free lessons and workshops for
students and adults. The trainers are
experienced professionals...

READ MORE

12 NOV
Sofia

Media Startups in Central and
Eastern Europe

 Media

For decades, print media have relied on
advertisers to cover the news, send
correspondents abroad, and...

READ MORE

Watch the Video-

Whether you have a

Facebook account or not,

you cannot deny the

important role social

media plays today. Even

journalists research their

stories there. Velislava

Popova, editor-in-chief of

Bulgarian newspaper

Dnevnik, commends

Facebook groups as

good sources of help and

information but

recommends extra

scrutiny in verifying social

media content.

Let’s Stay in Touch...

Български ------ Read online

Many Reasons for Reflection

Whither Journalism?

 

Save the Date

.
To go to the ABF event calendar, click here.

Facebook Info: Do’s and Don’ts
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 -Share on Facebook

You like our stories? 
Share them with your friends.

Tell a Friend

     READ MORE      

Recognizing Fact from Fake: 7 Tips

A Justin Bieber tune saved a Russian fisherman from being mauled by a bear. Or so claimed a

2014 story that went viral and was even carried by several high-circulation English-language

news outlets. One headline punned: “Finally, [there is] Proof that Justin Bieber IS Unbearable.”

The story went on to explain that a ringtone of Justin Bieber’s song “Baby” had scared away the

attacking animal.

Attacks on Journalism
and Journalists
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